What for you is the most important/interesting thing about what you made?
I intentionally complicate the process of digital messaging through using mechanical parts. I have seen many interesting machines and enjoy studying how they work. Therefore, I tend to build function-oriented installations. By designing interesting mechanical movement, I want to raise viewers' curiosity and bring back the inspiring sense of texture that has gradually died away in this digital era.
What materials and tools did you use?
To emphasize the sense of weight and speed, I used metal tubes for the ball-rolling tracks. 
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What was the biggest surprise in making this?
The early version of this installation didn't have the steel-ball recycling system. To meet the requirements for attending exhibitions, I started to look for solutions and found a spiral drill bit. It seemed like a wild idea at the DOI: 10.1145/2776898 COPYRIGHT HELD BY AUTHOR beginning, but with some adjustments in the position and rotating speed, the recycling system works well.
What will you repeat in another project that you did well in this project? I always seek to connect digital elements and the real world by building installations running multiple types of media and offering real-time interaction and feedback. I hope they provide possibilities for the development of future technology products.
